The 29th annual University of Nevada, Reno Foundation Banquet, presented by the Whittemore Family Foundation, featured guest speaker Dr. Buzz Aldrin. We would like to thank all of our sponsors for a successful event: The Whittemore Family Foundation, E.L. Cord Foundation, John Ascuaga’s Nugget, Barrick Gold of North America, Ann Carlson and Ron Turek, NVEnergy, Reno Gazette-Journal and Jane Witter.

(1) With 740 guests in attendance, Aldrin shared his space experiences along with his vision of future space exploration.

(2) Scott Whittemore holding a treasured original Life Magazine special edition published in August 1969 that features a photo of Aldrin walking on the moon on July 20, 1969 taken by fellow astronaut Neil Armstrong. With Scott are Chase Whittemore and Audrey Tearman.

(3) Linda Nicoll and Carol Franc Buck with Peggy and Milton Glick.

(4) Chancellor Dan Klaich ’72 (accounting) with Mary K. Knobel ’88 (journalism) and Mark Knobel ’77 (social services corrections).

(5) Sharon Smith with Dr. Jeane Jones.

(6) Platinum Sponsor Harvey Whittemore ’74 (prelegal) with Peggy Hall and Foundation Banquet event chair Tom Hall ’65 (finance).
**Davidson and Reno Philharmonic**

The Davidson Institute for Talent Development in conjunction with the Reno Philharmonic Association and the University held an encore performance of Davidson Fellow, 11-year-old pianist Marc Yu, following an Oct. 10 concert held at the Pioneer Center for the Performing Arts. Guests of the Davidson Institute and University gathered in the new Davidson Mathematics and Science Center Nell J. Redfield Foundation Auditorium to hear Yu’s performance.

(1) Jan Davidson, Mark Clague, Marc Yu, Laura Jackson, Reno Philharmonic president and CEO Tim Young and Chloe Yu.

(2) Milton Glick, Sara Lafrance ’73 (English), Laura Jackson and Charlotte McConnell.

**Nevada Writers Hall of Fame**

Now in its 23rd year, the 2010 Nevada Writers Hall of Fame reception and induction ceremony held Nov. 4 in the Knowledge Center honored Darrell Spencer with the Writers Hall of Fame medal, and Terri Farley and John L. Smith were both recognized as the 2010 Silver Pen recipients.

(3) Darrell Spencer, 2010 Nevada Writers Hall of Fame inductee.

(4) Richard Starkweather ’67 (management), Janice Pine ’62 (biology), Joan Zenan, Deanna Yardic and Sally Jeffers.

(5) Suzette Hicks ’69 (elementary education), Joanne Botsford ’57 (elementary education) and Susie McQuaid ’69 (prelegal).

**LOOK ONLINE**

For more photos of all of our Gatherings visit: www.unr.edu/silverandblue
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